
Gaggle





a flesh worth greeting
hi
this is a nice room
well naturally
what’s the point ?
and the purpose...?
a silent selection of archaic hymns,
interrupted only by the occasional exclamation
from the drum machinest in the corner
proclamation of something tangible,
something altogether more there
abundance of dragonfruit,
honey
and melon
stones tied to a post 
held together by a bandage of strange symbols,
unrecognisable language
what to make of this?





I place communication at the beginning and the end of it all. Communication in-
habiting a relationship between an entity and its subject and object. There are no 
more requirements for communication than this. No particular form or function, 
simply A expressing B to C.
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Reductive//

The problem we have is communication is both the most problematic, complex 
and essential part of an interdependent existence.

Expand//

Miscommunication is misleading. I question if there ever can be a miscommu-
nication. We take a miscommunication to be the failure to communicate the 
intended. Though the specifics may have
failed to be transferred across, the general intention to communicate has been 
successful. I have communicated. Misunderstanding – maybe, miscommunica-
tion- I am unconvinced.

Justify//

  I’m right. 
   Why.
 Because?

     Exactly.

In need of improvement.//SYNTAX
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  I was once told I use grammar in a unique way, so unique that it is as 
if it is a language game of my own making. Mine and mine alone.

   Will you play my game?

Semantic//
                    “A successful exhibition is a form of communication using art works and like any               
 form of communication, it needs to be clearly articulated in order to be understood”.
                                                @Mrs... 2016 ****University.
A slow and unattractive lecture in the semantics of the exhibition taught me 
to create meaning in the holistic consideration of a hang.
 Though I was sure of what she meant, after further consideration, I am now unsure of 
her meaning.
                                       This introduces us to the theory of montage.
I was taught to use this theory exploitatively.

As if, the whole curatorial endeavour is not exploitative enough.

Passive voice. Consider revising

I cannot get through a paragraph without a squiggle. It haunts me. It foreshadows, overbears and teases 
me.

I have utter and complete faith in communication. Yet I fail it. I am concerned and fascinat-
ed by my own passivity. It shadows my debates like the incessant blue squiggles on this page. 
The shadows scream at me, angry at my inescapable submissive speech. They are not passive, 
my words are angry with me. They communicate my failure to be truly certain of Syntax, of 
semantic, of your existence. Of mine.

And yet.

They are hidden to you. Aren’t they? You don’t see my shadows as I do.

My mysterious processor has hidden my process and with it, the passive voice I should 
consider revising.







there are two feelings i have
one is that
there is a large weight  not ite at the it of  sto a h
it s anato  erha s si ilar to a ig

i  ango sti ere  ri en at ho e
it sits so ewhere etween  two i ne s

t ore to the front near the ell  tton
the feeling ight e li ene  
to the feeling of nee ing a shit the other is a sensation felt higher in the o

not in the hest t nearer the throat
that tries o asionall  to rst thro gh  

o th
a ea  of light shooting o t an

ri ling own  hin
the feeling of two ro es
si ilar in wi th an  length
in to h an  olo r
two ro es a le to e tie  together
as tight as o  li e
with no a arent han e for isentangle ent
et 

the  alwa s sli  fro  ea h other s gras
the hairs on the ro e n a age  
even etter on ition than efore

As a curator, artist, researcher, writer, editor, publisher, activist, volunteer, per-
former, producer, manager, friend, I accumulate many faces and many other roles. 

Contemporary conditions require multidisciplinary, hybridity, fluidity of var-
ious skills, work and fields of expertise. It’s hard to imagine what ‘stay true to 
yourself ’ means while being forced to be everything at once - a curator, artist, 
activist, self-manager, entrepreneur, leader and genuine human being. Most of 
us adopt different qualities and behaviour patterns depending on the situation 
and positions we encounter and are challenged against, whether at work, home, 
in public or our private life. The ‘Art sphere’ as much as it is susceptible, liable to 
be highly critical, self-reflective, socially engaged and political, at the same time 
evokes narcissism, elitism and egoism. In order to suit a competitive setting, 
in order to advance with independent success or other contexts one might sol-
emnly depend on a new character for the sake of promoting work, the ‘self ’ and 
their future. This applies predominantly to young and emerging persons of the 
art world. Perhaps we not simply adhering to the requirements or market needs 
with the purpose of getting a job, being published, acknowledged, being invited 
to take a space or being exhibited in it, but rather shift into those roles, different 
personalities, blurring the lines of what is desired, required, constructed and 
real, altering what is an act and our own authentic body. Such personalities can 
be exposed, observed and recognised in social media accounts. It will come with 
no surprise how dramatically digital platforms shape our artistic, curatorial, 
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theoretical or other professional practice. The questions on online phenomena, 
terms and keywords like ‘ controlled by social media and network platforms, 
influenced by algorithm, abused, exposed, hacked, stalked, manipulated ’, and 
many more belong to contemporary art dispute, are subject of critical writing 
and heated discussions. They demand our attention, intelligence and creativity to 
be addressed, evaluated and learned from. Various artists, curators, researchers, 
educators and writers are dedicating their artistic and intellectual inquiry, pro-
duction, practice and interests around those topics. Quite a few are thriving on 
the success by contributing critical and artistic voice towards the matter, simply 
exploring or even exploiting the questions to secure the place in art marketplace.

masterclass

FINDING INSPIRATION
SKETCHING YOUR IDEA
CHOOSING FABRICS
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
DEVELOPING A COLLECTION
PUTTING ON A RUNWAY SHOW
DESIGNING FOR A BRAND

The award-winning designer teaches his personal design techniques online for the first 
time.

Sponsored on Instagram

skillshare

Are you enjoying the free classes on Skillshare? Get
unlimited access to ali classes - 2 Months for $0.99!

Sponsored on Instagram

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Have you been disconnected from the public realm in the Instagram world 
as I am? Or do you stretch yourself from ‘public’ to ‘private’ account?
Are you wealthy in the eyes of numbers of followers. Do you have tons
of posts to support your practice? Nowadays social climbing and on-
line networking does not just belong to a single form of art prac-
tice, it has evolved into a microcosm of self-promoting opportunists. 
The first step requires changing personal account username to more net-
work-friendly, accessible and easy to find. This is how my new instagram protag-
onist came to life, reborn from ashes of carefully selected memories previously 
hidden from the public gaze. The avatar, alter ego, character, online persona 
which exists and performs herself in order to network, promote, stay up-to-date, 
showcase daily work and personal life. The account itself eventually becomes a 
product: to sell, to buy, to invest, to analyse, to strategise, to estimate, to advertise, 
to distribute. Private and public, corporate, specific or situated, project based are 
just a visible shadow of what is considered to be successful in the digital portfolio 
and social construct. It is unlikely to meet discrete and authentic avatar. It is even 
harder to find an avatar who will not spam you with images like lottery scam-
mers sending mail invitations to donate part of their multi million pounds win. 
Friends and allies, online strangers and passersby - we all are controlled, effected 
and directed by designed platforms, and alongside the behaviour of my own pro-
tagonist as a user is influenced by the surrounding and the success of the other.

hartwalljaffa
Sponsored on Instagram

Maista uusi raikas Jaffa Sokeriton Mango-Meloni!

@  guess that celebrity artist
You have stumbled upon one of the 
top artist brands, the corporate brand, 
the name brand of one individual 
with many faces and press manager 

behind the wheel. He is a long list of 
international exhibitions, catalogues, 
publications in recognized magazines 
and events mentioned in his biogra-
phy, the kind which requires detached 
pdf file. You can subscribe to newslet-
ter to follow their new exhibitions or 
other related information.

@  urbanhip
His spirit lives and breathes on actual 
streets, mapping everyday and urban 
lifestyle formed by various shapes, 
color combinations, forgotten details 
and ridiculous coincidences of 
unknown interactions. His sharp eye 
captures rough structures, concrete 
and cold materials, words and phrases 
on the walls, lighting and atmosphere 
of solid creations, dance of nature, 
people and technology. With such po-
etic beauty and elegance world stops 
for a second. He teases you with not 
recognizable destinations and routes, 
leaving restless and craving to finally 
figure him out. Digital pathway in 
the description uncovers uncharted 
depths of the character.
  

Who are you, stranger?

Upgraded option requires 0,99 energy 
/ per month for your subscription: 
Introduce your ‘self ’ to each other.

hartwalljaffa
Sponsored on Instagram

Maista uusi raikas Jaffa Sokeriton Mango-Meloni!
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